An effective Hamiltonian is derived to describe the conduction band of monolayer black phosphorus (phosphorene) in the presence of spin-orbit coupling and external electric field. Envelope function approximation along with symmetry arguments are utilized to derive extrinsic spin-orbit splitting, which is shown to be linear in both the magnitude of the external electric field and the strength of the atomic spin-orbit coupling. The spin splitting is akin to the Bychkov-Rashba expression but demonstrates an in-plane anisotropy. The spin relaxation of conduction electrons is then calculated within the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism where momentum scattering randomizes the polarization of a spin ensemble. We show how the anisotropic Fermi contour and the anisotropic extrinsic spin splitting contribute to the anisotropy of spin-relaxation time. Scattering centers in the substrate are considered to be charged impurities with screened Coulomb potential. We report that spin ensembles with different initial polarization in the plane of phosphorene show an anisotropy of more than an order of magnitude in spin-relaxation time.
I. INTRODUCTION
Extrinsic spin-orbit coupling induced by an external electric field in two-dimensional electron systems lifts the spin degeneracy while it preserves time-reversal symmetry. The induced spin splitting, which is proportional to the magnitude of the field and the crystal wavevector, enables control of spin through movement of charge and vice versa. This effect, which has enabled several phenomena and ideas in spintronics and beyond [1] , was originally derived by Ohkawa and Uemura [2] for an inversion layer of zinc-blende crystals. Later, Vasko [3] , and Bychkov and Rashba [4] , generalized the spin splitting for a two-dimensional electron system with an isotropic in-plane effective mass. Unlike Ohkawa and Uemura's derivation based on the Kane's model of zinc-blende crystals [5] , the Vasko and Bychkov-Rashba spin splittings are phenomenological. In this paper, we utilize envelope function approximation and symmetry arguments to derive the spin splitting for monolayer black phosphorus, which demonstrates a highly anisotropic in-plane effective mass and, therefore, makes the phenomenological description inapplicable.
Black phosphorus, the most stable allotrope of phosphorus, is a layered material similar to graphite where van der Waals interaction binds individual layers together. Each monolayer, dubbed phosphorene, is a twodimensional crystal with a puckered honeycomb structure which shares the symmetry properties of its bulk form denoted by the orthorhombic space group Cmca [6, 7] . A century after black phosphorus was discovered [8] , phosphorene and its multilayer thin films were isolated [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] using mechanical exfoliation, which had been utilized earlier to isolate graphene [15] . Similar to graphene, phosphorene consists of light atoms producing a spin-orbit coupling of ∼1 meV, which is weaker than * farzaneh@nyu.edu; that of conventional zinc-blende crystals. Hence, both graphene and phosphorene are expected to have a long spin-relaxation time ∼1 ns [16, 17] , which could allow spin-polarized currents to flow macroscopic distances in these materials. Unlike graphene, which is gapless, phosphorene is a semiconductor with a direct band gap of 1.73 eV [18] , which enables a wide control over its carrier density. Phosphorene also exhibits a large anisotropy in its band structure: the ratio of the in-plane effective mass of carriers along the armchair and zigzag directions is ∼ 0.1 [11] . This band structure anisotropy is expected to result in anisotropic extrinsic spin-orbit coupling, also confirmed through first-principles calculations [19, 20] . It is shown [2] that in zinc-blende crystals the three upper valence bands, which are made of only p orbitals at the band edge, induce the spin splitting in the conduction band made of s orbital. However, in the case of phosphorene, it is not clear which bands couple to the conduction band to produce spin splitting. Utilizing the symmetry analysis of phosphorene, developed in Ref. 21 , we specify the bands that induce the extrinsic spin-orbit coupling and derive an effective Hamiltonian to describe conduction electrons in terms of k · p parameters. Using the effective Hamiltonian we then study how the anisotropy impacts spin lifetime, a key measure of spin transport properties.
Spin-relaxation time characterizes the decay of the polarization of a non-equilibrium spin ensemble due to random fluctuations of a magnetic field. Extrinsic spinorbit coupling acts as an effective momentum-dependent magnetic field and causes the spins of conduction electrons undergoing momentum scattering to relax. This mechanism, introduced by Dyakonov and Perel [22] , has been used to develop closed-form solutions of the spin-relaxation time in isotropic semiconductors [23, 24] . However, when the carrier effective mass is anisotropic, momentum scattering becomes anisotropic as well and must be accounted for numerically to determine spinrelaxation time accurately. Generalizing the DyakonovPerel mechanism in the case of phosphorene, we account arXiv:1906.11939v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 27 Jun 2019
for the anisotropy of momentum scattering and calculate the spin-relaxation time for spin ensembles with different initial polarization. Our results quantitatively show that there exists more than an order of magnitude anisotropy in the spin-relaxation time of the spin ensembles polarized along the armchair and zigzag directions. Our calculations assume that the temperature is much lower than the Fermi energy but much greater than the spin splitting i.e. E F T ∆E SO . Therefore, only the electrons at the Fermi energy are taken into account and the spinorbit coupling is treated as a perturbation.
II. EXTRINSIC SPIN-ORBIT COUPLING
Considering the two-dimensional crystal of phosphorene with a periodic lattice potential V 0 (r) lying on the xy plane with the armchair edge along the x-direction and the zigzag edge along the y-direction, the Hamiltonian in the presence of Pauli spin-orbit coupling, H SO , and a perpendicular electric field V (z) = −eEz is
Here, p is the momentum operator, σ is the vector of Pauli matrices, and m 0 is the mass of free electron . We note that the contribution of V (z) in H SO is neglected. Using envelope function approximation [25] and Bloch's theorem in the xy subspace, we can describe the solutions to the Schrodinger's equation as
where k = (k x , k y , 0) and r = (x, y, 0) are the in-plane wavevector and position respectively, f nνσ (z) are the envelope functions and u νσ0 (r) |σ are the lattice-periodic Bloch functions at the band edge (i.e. Γ point, k = 0) which provide a complete and orthonormal basis. Plugging Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 into the Schrodinger's equation, multiplying with σ | u * ν σ 0 (r), and integrating over the primitive unit cell of the lattice, we arrive at the eigenvalue equation for the envelope functions
where E ν (0) = ν|H 0 |ν are the energies at the band edge and P ν σ νσ = ν σ |p + 4m0c 2 σ × ∇V 0 |νσ ≈ ν |p|ν δ σσ are approximated by the matrix elements of momentum operator which couple different bands at the edge. This approximation is valid for light atoms such as phosphorus where the contribution of spin-orbit coupling is orders of magnitude smaller than that of momentum operator. The matrix elements of H SO are denoted by ∆ ν σ νσ = ν σ |H SO |νσ . We rewrite the Pauli spinorbit coupling
where L is the angular momentum operator, and the parameter ξ represents the strength of atomic spin-orbit coupling and includes the average radial contribution of ∇V 0 (r). Therefore, we rewrite ∆ ν σ νσ = (ξ /2) ν σ |L · σ|νσ . The infinite-dimensional Hilbert space in Eq. 3 can be reduced to a finite-dimensional one by considering only the bands that are in the vicinity of the Fermi energy. These bands are usually made up of orbitals of the valence electrons namely s and p atomic orbitals in phosphorus. Using atomic orbitals as a basis, Li et al. [21] studied the symmetry properties of phosphorene and the orbital composition of the bands at the Γ point. They showed that out of total 16 bands, four bands, {Γ There is no need to include any more bands, for the remaining invariants σ x , σ y , and σ z are accommodated in the current basis {Γ 
, respectively. The matrix elements of the reduced four-band Hamiltonian is shown in Table  I . Setting the energy of the conduction band to zero at k = 0, the energy difference between conduction and other bands are denoted by E 1 , E 2 , and E 3 .
First principle calculations within density functional theory (DFT) using projected augmented plane wave method implemented in Quantum ESPRESSO package [26] were performed to verify the symmetry of the bands. Details of the DFT setup are provided in Table IV . Also, parameters of the crystal structure of phosphorene are listed in Table III . Figure 1 illustrates the band structure of phosphorene for a path along the high symmetry points. The bands are labeled with their corresponding IRs which are consistent with previous calculations [21, 27] . To obtain the effective Hamiltonian describing the conduction band, we block diagonalize the four-band Hamiltonian by folding down {Γ band and then averaging out the z dependence (Appendix ). The effective Hamiltonian to the first order in ξ is as follows.
where m x and m y are the in-plane effective masses written as
Our results show that m x = 0.14m 0 and m y = 1.24m 0 which is similar to what was reported before [19, 28] . The coefficients of extrinsic spin-orbit coupling term, λ x and λ y , are
which show that the in-plane anisotropy of extrinsic spinorbit coupling depends on the matrix elements of momentum and angular momentum operators as well as the energy difference between the bands. The reason that σ z does not appear in the effective Hamiltonian is that L z = 0 because Γ + 3 does not contain p z orbitals. Figure 2a plots λ x and λ y versus the external electric field. Quadratic terms with respect to the electric field appear only at high magnitudes, i.e. E > 4 V/nm (not shown in the figure) . The expectation value of spin, over the Fermi contour, is illustrated in Fig. 2b . As seen from the figure, the spin is not tangential to the Fermi contour in contrast to the isotropic case.
III. SPIN RELAXATION
Utilizing the effective Hamiltonian in Eq. 4, we study the spin relaxation of conduction electrons. Decomposing the Hamiltonian H c (k ) = H + H , we rewrite the extrinsic spin-orbit coupling term as H = Ω k · σ where Ω k = λ y k yx + λ x k xŷ is an effective magnetic field which is k-dependent. This effective magnetic field causes the electrons with different momenta to precess around different axes. Therefore, scattering between different momenta randomizes the precession of a polarized spin ensemble and consequently leads to spin relaxation. This is the aforementioned Dyakonov-Perel mechanism.
To calculate the spin-relaxation time, we follow a similar procedure as in Refs. 23 and 29, but we specifically analyze an anisotropic Fermi contour with an anisotropic extrinsic spin-orbit coupling. Considering a polarized spin ensemble which is spatially-homogeneous and is described by a k-dependent density matrix ρ k , the time evolution is given as the following kinetic equation [24] 
where we used [ρ k , H] = 0. Here W kk is the probability density of transition between k and k states. The first term on the right-hand side represents spin precession about Ω k , and the second term represents momentum scattering between incoming wavevector k and outgoing wavevector k . We assume that the density matrix can be decomposed as ρ k = ρ + ρ k , where ρ is the average of density matrix over the Fermi contour, i.e. ρ = −1 d ρ k , where is the perimeter of the Fermi contour and d = dθ| ∂k/∂θ | is the differential arc length. We assume that ρ k is a small perturbation with zero average, i.e. ρ k = 0. Taking the average of Eq. 7 over the Fermi contour, we obtain
where we used the fact that Ω k is zero. The reason is that for each point k on the Fermi contour, −k is also on the Fermi contour. Since Ω k is linear in k and therefore an odd function of k, i.e. Ω −k = −Ω k , it averages to zero over the Fermi contour. Applying the decomposition to Eq. 7 and dropping the terms containing product of Ω k and ρ k , we can find the quasistatic value of ρ k , by setting ∂ρ k /∂t to zero, assuming that momentum relaxation is much faster than spin relaxation. Therefore,
Equations 8 and 9 are coupled and must be solved selfconsistently. To do so, first we assume that the average spin polarization is inŝ direction. Therefore, we can write ρ = (1 +ŝ · σ)/2. It can be shown that [ρ, i(ŝ × Ω k ) · σ. Using Eq. 9, we can solve for ρ k iteratively using the following equation:
Plugging ρ k into Eq. 8, we calculate the rate of decay ∂ρ/∂t or correspondingly dŝ/dt = −ŝ/τ s which results in the spin-relaxation time τ s . The collision sum in the continuum limit becomes an integral, i.e.
where A is the area of the system. Using Fermi's golden rule, the probability density of transition is given as
where N is the number of scatterers and U kk is the matrix element of the scattering potential. For long-range scattering potential varying slowly compared to the periodic lattice potential, U kk = U (k − k )/A = U (q)/A, where U (q) is the Fourier transform of U (r). In two-dimensional electron systems, the effective Coulomb potential in the Fourier domain is [30] U (q) = 2πe
where κ is the average relative permittivity, d is the depth of the scattering center in the substrate, and q s ≈ 2 √ m x m y e 2 /κ 2 is the Thomas-Fermi screening constant. The delta function in W kk reduces the k-space integral to an integral over the Fermi contour. Therefore,
where n = N/A is the density of scatterers. The k-dependent momentum scattering time, τ k = 1/ k W kk , is depicted in Fig. 3a as a function of the polar angle for a typical value of charged impurity density [31, 32] , i.e. n = 10 12 cm -2 . We assume that the monolayer is deposited on an SiO 2 substrate [9, 33] with relative permittivity of r = 3.9. As seen from the figure, the momentum scattering time shows a significant anisotropy which consequently affects the spin relaxation. Figure 3b depicts the energy dependence of both average momentum scattering time, τ k , and spin-relaxation time for two ensembles initially polarized in the xdirection, τ s,xx , and the y-directions, τ s,yy . We assume that the external electric field is fixed at E = 1 V/nm and the spin-orbit coefficients are λ x = 1.4 meV·Å and λ y = −2.6 meV·Å(from Fig. 2 ). Spin lifetime of the x-polarized ensemble is more than an order of magnitude longer than that of the y-polarized ensemble. This anisotropy increases with an increase in the Fermi energy. The spin-relaxation time decreases with Fermi energy, while the average momentum scattering time increases with Fermi energy. This opposite energy dependence is a signature of the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism. We note that our assumptions in deriving Eqs. 8 and 9 are valid as long as the average momentum scattering occurs on a faster timescale compared to spin relaxation, i.e. for E < 0.2 eV. We also note that 1/τ s,xy = 1/τ s,yx = 0. The spin relaxation for an ensemble polarized along theẑ axis is always faster than in-plane directions (not shown in the figure). Replacingŝ withẑ in Eq. 10, we can see that ρ k obtains both σ x and σ y components. Therefore, the corresponding spin relaxation rate is the sum of relaxation rates along the in-plane directions, i.e. 1/τ s,zz = 1/τ s,xx + 1/τ s,yy ≈ 1/τ s,yy since 1/τ s,yy 1/τ s,xx . We note that as the energy increases, the ratio of in-plane spin-relaxation times, τ s,yy /τ s,xx , increases as well. The reason is that at higher energies screening becomes less effective as we can see from the screened Coulomb potential in Eq. 11 which leads to a greater anisotropy in τ k . Finally, for an isotropic twodimensional system, i.e. m x = m y and λ x = λ y , we obtain τ s,xx = τ s,yy = 2τ s,zz which has been reported previously in the literature [23] .
IV. SUMMARY
Using envelope function approximation and symmetry arguments, an effective Hamiltonian was derived to describe the extrinsic spin-orbit coupling for the conduction electrons in phosphorene. Based on the theory of invariants, we determined the bands that are involved in generating extrinsic spin splitting. In contrast to the isotropic Bychkov-Rashba and Vasko spin splittings, phosphorene shows an anisotropic spin splitting which is characterized by two coefficients. First-principles calculations were performed to obtain these coefficients and also verify the symmetry of the bands. Given the effective Hamiltonian in the conduction band, we calculated the spin-relaxation time for a homogeneous polarized spin ensemble within a generalized Dyakonov-Perel mechanism. Our results show that spin-relaxation time is highly anisotropic in the plane of phosphorene. A spin ensemble polarized in the armchair direction (x-direction) relaxes over an order of magnitude longer than a spin ensemble polarized in the zigzag direction (y-direction). The calculated spin lifetimes are comparable in magnitude to the recent experiment on phosphorene [17] which is shown to be dominated by Elliott-Yafet mechanism. However, in order for this anisotropy to be detected experimentally, the Dyakonov-Perel mechanism needs to be dominant. Therefore, a high electric field, E > 1 V/nm, a low Fermi energy E < 0.2 eV, and a highly disordered sample with charged impurity density n = 10 12 cm −2 would be required. It is worth mentioning that these results are applicable to few-layer phosphorene as well because phosphorene possesses the same symmetry properties as that of its bulk form.
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Appendix: Diagonalization
Given the Hamiltonian in Eq. 3, the {Γ 
Averaging out the z-dependence, i.e.
, we obtain the Hamiltonian describing the conduction band where we used the fact that the envelope function f c (z) is an even function of z for the first subband in the quantum well. Therefore, the terms containing first order derivatives d/dz vanish by the averaging. The terms containing dV (z)/dz survive which lead to the extrinsic spin splitting. We assume that V (z) is negligible compared to the energy differences between bands. The term containing the second derivative d 2 /dz 2 is a constant energy term which is also negligible compared to E 1 , E 2 , and E 3 . The last two terms on the right hand side of Eq. A.2 are proportional to both the strength of atomic spinorbit coupling ξ and the external electric field dV (z)/dz and therefore represent the extrinsic spin-orbit coupling effect. We note that the hermiticity of H c (k ) requires iL * y P * x P z and iL * x P * y P z to be real. 
